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months. The peak of the calving season is different among localities: 
October–January in the South China Sea, April–May in the Yangtze 
River, November–December and March in western Kyushu, and 
April–June in the Seto Inland Sea and on the Pacifi c coast of Japan. 
Females are thought to calve every 2 years. The lactation period is 
estimated to be about 7 months, which is short as in other phocoenids. 

    VI.    Interaction with Humans 
   Because of its nearshore habitat, the fi nless porpoise tends to be 

threatened by many human activities. Although there is no fi shery 
that takes fi nless porpoises directly, incidental catches mainly by gill-
nets occur throughout its range ( Jefferson and Hung, 2004 ;  IWC, 
2006 ). Habitat degradation by land reclamation and deforestation 
of mangrove areas are also serious problems. It has been suggested 
that intensive sand dredging is responsible for severe decline of the 
species in the central-eastern Seto Inland Sea, Japan ( Kasuya et al ., 
2002 ;  Shirakihara  et al ., 2007 ). Moreover, very high levels of toxic 
contaminants, including organochlorine and butyltin compounds and 
heavy metals, have been reported in fi nless porpoises from eastern 
Asia ( Jefferson and Hung, 2004 ;  Ramu  et al ., 2005 ). In the Yangtze, 
the combined threats of bycatches, habitat degradation includ-
ing heavy traffi c and construction, and pollution, which in concert 
caused extinction of the baiji, are also suspected to have contributed 
to the recent signifi cant decline of the fi nless porpoise in the river 
( Wang  et al ., 2005 ). 

   The distribution seems to be separated into relatively small 
local subpopulations by unsuitable habitats of deep water or rocky 
bottoms. Such local subpopulations are easily depleted, contrib-
uting to the decline of genetic diversity of the larger regional 
metapopulations.

   Despite these concerns, our ability to assess the current status 
and population trends of the species is still very limited, especially 
for the populations in the Indian Ocean and the southeast Asia. 

    See also the Following Articles 
   Baiji ■ Indo-West Pacifi c Marine Mammals ■ Pollution and Marine 
Mammals ■ Porpoises, Overview 
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Marine mammal interactions with fi sheries may be charac-
terized as biological (ecological) or operational ( IUCN,
1981 ). This section focuses on operational interactions. 

 “ Operational ”  interactions are those in which marine mammals take 
fi sh from fi shing operations (depredation), disturb fi shing, or damage 
fi shing gear. Interference with fi sheries might negatively affect fi sh-
eries by resulting in loss of bait, damage to fi shing gear, decreased 
catches, reduced fi sh weight (in the case of fi sh farms), or increased 
time spent during fi shing operations. Diffi cult to assess is hidden 
damage, i.e., the amount of fi sh wholly removed from nets without a 
trace and the catch losses due to the presence of marine mammals. 

    I.    Depredation 
   Evidence from some fi sheries shows that cetaceans, pinnipeds, 

sirenians, and even the sea otter ( Enhydra lutris ) are attracted 
to fi shing gear and attempt to remove bait and catches during 
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commercial and recreational fi sheries.  Read (2005)  noted that 
more information is needed about depredation in artisanal fi sher-
ies. Marine mammals also feed at mariculture (i.e., fi sh farm) enclo-
sures and fi sh aggregated at natural and artifi cial constraints in river 
systems, such as falls or fi sh ladders. Gear likely to have the most 
interactions with (and interference from) marine mammals are purse 
seines, trawls, gill nets, traps, and hooks and lines. In fact, baited lon-
glines have been described as “ loaded lunchboxes ”  and shrimp trawl-
ers as “ smorgasbords ” . 

   Fishing operations concentrate food of interest, decreasing 
energy expenditure associated with foraging by marine mammals. 
Nursing females may especially benefi t from this feeding technique. 
Fishing operations may permit marine mammals to select food of 
higher caloric value. Some food niches, not otherwise available to 
some marine mammals, may be opened up, making prey easier to 
access that might be normally more diffi cult (e.g., because of depth 
required to dive). 

   Feeding in association with fi sheries is likely a learned behavior, 
with increasingly more individual marine mammals seeking out fi sh-
ing gear for an easy meal. Very often, acoustic aspects of the fi shing 
activity (e.g., cavitation noise from changes in the propeller speed 
of ship engines) act as a “ dinner bell. ”  As noted by  Königson et al.
(2006) , an earlier foraging experience could encourage individuals 
to return to feeding grounds that were previously successful. It has 
been suggested that this type of feeding behavior is also passed from 
generation to generation by observation and participation ( Fertl and 
Leatherwood, 1997 ).

  Marine mammals may cause abrasions and wounds to fi sh dur-
ing unsuccessful capture attempts or while “ playing ”  with fi sh during 
fi shing operations, even when they are satiated. It is not known how 
the number of injured fi sh relates to the total number killed. Marine 
mammals may take portions of fi sh or the entire fi sh, rendering them 
nonmarketable. Most estimates of loss vary between � 1% and 8% of 
the total catch. There are exceptions, such as in some longline and 
salmon gill net fi sheries. Various species of cetaceans (e.g., killer whale 
[Orcinus orca ], false killer whale [ Pseudorca crassidens ], sperm whale 
[Physeter macrocephalus ], pilot whale [ Globicephala  spp.]) and pinni-
peds (e.g., South American sea lion [ Otaria fl avescens ] and California 
sea lion [ Zalophus californianus ]) depredate longline-caught fi sh 
( Gilman  et al. , 2006 ). Flesh may be torn from hooked fi shes or fi sh 
may be removed completely (often leaving only the head or lips) as 
lines are hauled back to the fi shing vessel. Estimates of lost catch 
per attack by killer whales on longlines off Alaska range from 25% to 
100%; of the catch (Yano and Dahleim, 1995), while world-wide catch 
rate reductions of only 1–3% are reported for sperm whales with lon-
gline fi sheries ( Sigler et al ., 2008 )  . Depredation rates may be related 
to a variety of factors, including low availability of fi sh in the area at 
the time or presence of particular individual marine mammals causing 
problems. Longline fi shermen off Alaska report that sperm whale 
depredation is more common when fi shery offal (discarded heads and 
internal organs) is unavailable ( Sigler et al. , 2008 ). 

    II.    Disturbance 
   When the mere presence (i.e., attendance) of a marine 

mammal(s) can cause catches to be reduced and time wasted, fi shing 
operations are disturbed. Cetaceans and pinnipeds may disturb fi sh-
ing activity by causing fi sh shoals to disperse or sound (dive rapidly); 
and thus escape being trapped by the net. Marine mammals might 
also cause a large decrease in prey abundance in a fi shing area; e.g., 
during acoustic surveys of Spanish sardine ( Sardinella aurita ) in 

Venezuela,  Fréon and Misund (1999)  observed that fi sh disappeared 
when dolphins arrived in the area. In the case of fi sh farms, preda-
tors may attack and harass fi sh through the pen walls, thus stressing, 
scarring, and wounding the fi sh and resulting in lower product qual-
ity through reduced value or reduced fi sh weight. 

   Disturbance of fi shing activities even occurs in dolphin–human 
fi shing cooperatives, such as one in Brazil, with  “ bad ”  dolphins ( ruim
in Portuguese) occasionally interfering with the fi shing by dispersing 
fi sh and damaging nets and netted fi sh ( Pryor  et al. , 1990 ). 

   Once a marine mammal has located fi shing gear, fi shermen might 
have to move to another site or the marine mammal would continue 
to take substantial amounts of the catch. This disturbance results in 
cost to the fi shermen because they have to move and relocate to fi sh. 

  Fishing operations may be impeded in other ways. Seals may be 
caught in the fi sh pump (used to remove fi sh from the net) and die. 
Fishing operations may be disrupted if live seals are brought abroad in 
nets or otherwise make their way onto fi shing boats, especially if they 
manage to get below deck. Crew injuries may result from direct inter-
actions with seals, including people being bitten and nylon burns or 
cut fi ngers from tug-of-wars between a fi sherman and a seal. 

    III.    Gear Damage 
   When a marine mammal attempts to remove fi shery catches 

entangled in a net’s mesh or hooked on a line, holes may be torn or 
hooks removed. Marine mammals may become incidentally entan-
gled during these encounters; netting and rope may be lost in trying 
to free live or dead animals. Damaged gear may not fi sh as effi ciently, 
and a loss of catch may result. The visible gear damage such as holes 
and tears in the nets is only a small part of the total economic losses. 
Indirect expenses include costs for new material, time for repair-
ing fi shing gear and reduction in gear durability, increased time and 
fuel consumption due to emptying the gear more often should also 
be considered. Further, repairs may be costly, and the time spent 
repairing fi shing gear may be signifi cant in a seasonal fi shery where 
most of the catch is taken in a period of a few weeks. Additionally, 
animals become injured, with fi sh hooks in their mouths or dorsal fi n 
disfi gurements that occur during the struggle by the animal to free 
itself ( Baird and Gorgone, 2005 ).

   There are numerous examples of marine mammals (particularly 
pinnipeds) damaging fi shing gear; there are more reports of dam-
age to static gear (e.g., fi sh traps, gill nets, longlines) than moving 
gear (e.g., trawls, purse seines). Gear damage may also result from 
accidental collision with fi shing gear. For example, humpback whales 
(Megaptera novaeangliae ) in Newfoundland in the 1970s caused sev-
eral hundred thousand dollars of damage annually as a result of col-
liding with cod traps while feeding on capelin ( Mallosus villosus ). 

   Cetaceans and pinnipeds are often blamed for damage to gear or 
catches that should actually sometimes be attributed to other preda-
tors. For example, bottlenose dolphins ( Tursiops truncatus ) often 
are blamed for damage to trawl and gill nets when sharks are often 
the real culprits. Killer whales and sharks are both known to feed on 
longline catches off Brazil ( Dalla Rossa and Secchi, 2007 ). Although 
South African fur seals ( Arctocephalus australis ) are blamed for tak-
ing lobsters from traps, clear evidence shows that octopus are to be 
blamed ( Wickens. 1996 ). Birds may also be seen taking bait off hooks 
as they are cast into the water during line fi shing. 

    A.    Pinniped Interference with Fisheries 
  Seals, sea lions, and fur seals take caught fi sh from nets, hooks, 

trawls, seines ( Fig. 1 ), or traps, and attack fi sh that are being raised 
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in aquaculture pens. Pinnipeds may also be attracted by discarded 
bycatch; e.g., Nitta and Henderson (1993)  observed a Hawaiian 
monk seal ( Monachus schauinslandi ) feeding on discarded fi sh. The 
impact of pinnipeds on fi sheries is of particular concern through 
depredation and gear damage during gill netting on the west coasts 
of North America, Japan, Britain, Scandinavia, and Chile; through 
depredation, net damage, and disturbance at fi sh farms on the west 
coast of North America, Chile, and the United Kingdom ( Nash 
et al. , 2000 ), and depredation from trawls, depredation and gear loss 
from hand lines ( Meÿer et al. , 1992 ), and disturbance of purse sein-
ing in South Africa ( Wickens, 1995 ). Estimates of the consumption by 
seals from fi shing operations in South Africa show it to be a minimal 
percentage of fi shery catches and a small proportion of the total pre-
dation by seals ( Meÿer et al. , 1992 ). Preliminary calculations of overall 
economic losses resulting from these seals ’  interference show this to 
be small (0.3%) in comparison with the wholesale value of the catches. 

   Some pinnipeds converge on areas where anadromous fi sh stocks 
aggregate or where the movements of fi sh are constrained naturally 
or artifi cially (bottleneck or  “ choke points ”  where salmonids aggre-
gate in response to human-made structures or natural river physi-
ography, such as fi sh ladders or below falls, respectively). Seals may 
be attracted to a farm by escaped fi sh and oil slicks from feed, or 
increased wild fi sh outside the pens. The most thoroughly studied 
pinniped/salmonid confl ict is California sea lion predation on win-
ter steelhead ( Oncorhynchus mykiss ) at Washington State’s Ballard 
Locks. The severe decline in salmon is considered primarily a direct 
result of human activities ( Fraker and Mate, 1999 ); however, much 
concern has been voiced that the expanding populations of seals and 
sea lions may be causing a further decline (or impeding the recov-
ery) of various salmon runs in the Pacifi c Northwest. 

    B.    Cetacean Interference with Fisheries 
   The following is not meant to serve as a comprehensive list, but 

illustrates some of the better known cetacean–fi shery interactions. 
Bottlenose dolphins and “ blackfi sh ”  (e.g., killer whales, false killer 
whales, pilot whales) are notorious fi sh stealers, and there are wide-
spread reports of catch and gear damage by these species. Cetaceans 
may feed directly on a fi shery’s target species, such as killer whales 
and sperm whales feeding on sablefi sh (black cod,  Anoplopoma
fi mbria ) in the North Pacifi c longline fi shery ( Yano and Dahlheim, 
1995 ). Interactions between sperm whales and killer whales with 
longline fi sheries ( Fig. 2   ) also have been well documented in the 
Southern Ocean (in particular, South Georgia, the Kerguelen Islands, 
and Southern Chile). Such interactions include entanglement in 
gear, following vessels for days, and observed feeding off gear. Killer 
whales also feed in association with bottom set fi sheries off east-
ern Russia, interfere with the tuna fi shery in the Strait of Gibraltar, 
and even take salmon off lines in recreational fi sheries.  Zollett and 
Read (2006)  documented depredation by bottlenose dolphins in the 
Florida king mackerel ( Scomberomorus cavalla ) troll fi shery. Long-
fi nned pilot whales ( Globicephala melas ) in Newfoundland fre-
quent traps to remove the target species squid. Bottlenose dolphins 
in Belize have been observed retrieving fi sh from local, homemade 
fi sh traps. Even baleen whales are known to interact with fi sheries, 
following boats and taking fi sh from nets; an example is fi n whales 
(Balaenoptera physalus ) off Archipelago Campano feeding in asso-
ciation with trawls and encircling nets ( Mussi et al. , 1999 ). Cetaceans 
also prey on fi sh confi ned in mariculture (i.e., fi sh farm) enclosures 
( Kemper  et al. , 2003 ;  Díaz López, 2006 ).

   Cetaceans may also feed on fi sh that are ancillary to the catch, 
as in the case of bottlenose dolphins feeding on bycatch from trawl 
fi sheries for shrimp and prawn ( Fertl and Leatherwood, 1997 ).
Whales and dolphins may interfere with traps or pots ( Fig. 3   ), such 
as bottlenose dolphins in the Indian River Lagoon in Florida inter-
acting with the crab pot fi shery, apparently to steal bait fi sh ( Noke
and Odell, 2002 ).

    C.    Sirenian Interference with Fisheries 
   Fishermen in Jamaica and Sierra Leone have complained about 

damage caused to gill nets by “ net robbing ”  West Indian and West 

Figure 1      A gray seal ( Halichoerus grypus ) raiding a gillnet with 
caught herring ( Clupea   spp.) in the northern Baltic Sea. About 200 
herring were set on the net, and 20       min later the net was empty. 
Photo by Sara Königson. 

Figure 2      Sperm whale ( Physeter macrocephalus ) near a longline 
vessel in the Gulf of Alaska. Photo by Heather Vukelic, SEASWAP, 
permit number 473-170-01. 
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African manatees ( Trichechus manatus  and  T. senegalensis ) ( Powell, 
1978 ,  Reeves  et al. , 1988 ). Manatees have been described as strip-
ping the fl esh off fi sh entangled in gill nets and leaving the bones. 
Fishermen in Puerto Rico have noticed manatees circling gill nets, 
picking out fi sh.  

    D.    Sea Otter Interference with Fisheries 
   When a sea otter investigates a lobster pot, Dungeness crab trap, 

or live-fi sh trap, the individual itself can become trapped and die 
( Newby, 1975 ).  

    E.    Toward Solutions 
   In response to presumed or real interference with fi shing opera-

tions, fi shermen use various means to deter marine mammals in an 
attempt to safeguard their catches and gear. Lethal methods have 
been attempted, including shooting at or killing the marine mammal 
with a variety of objects and methods, sometimes involving poison. 
Sometimes these practices are illegal. Seals have been persecuted 
much more intensely than cetaceans. Lethal methods have not been 
found to be a consistently effective means of keeping pinnipeds from 
interacting with fi shing operations. The idea is that if problems are 
caused by a few rogue seals, then removal of these animals should 
eliminate the problem. However, this method removes individuals 
that are then often replaced by others. 

   A diversity of nonlethal methods has been attempted ( Werner 
et al. , 2006 ). At the most basic level, fi shermen throw stones or bait 
to distract the predator. Other methods used include fi ring gunshots 
(nonlethal and lethal), using explosives (such as fi recrackers and 
seal bombs), acoustic deterrent devices (ADDs), gear modifi cations, 
gear switching, physical barriers (nets), vessel chase (hazing), tactile 

harassment (e.g., rubber bullets), visual signals, and taste aversion 
(baiting fi sh using a chemical to induce vomiting). 

   The most commonly used deterrents are ADDs that have been 
widely used to attempt to reduce depredation on fi sh. These include 
pingers, acoustic harassment devices (AHDs), passive acoustic 
devices, predator sounds, and banging pipes. Marine mammals are 
diffi cult to deter by acoustic methods, and the acoustic signal of the 
AHDs over time can be a “ dinner bell ”  effect, alerting animals to 
the presence of a fi sh pen or trap. New high-intensity AHDs appear 
to be more effective but have a greater potential for causing hear-
ing damage, as well as affecting nontarget species. In some cases, a 
problem may be eased by changing the location of the fi shing effort. 

  The most successful mitigation measures appear to be changes 
to fi shing gears or fi shing methods where a particular change may 
reduce or exclude problems, thereby resulting in a permanent solu-
tion. Implementation of anti-predator cages around fi sh farms, physi-
cal barriers at the entrance of fi sh ladders, and the change to synthetic 
twine in gill nets are some examples. Other measures include exclu-
sion devices in nets to mitigate bycatch ( Suuronen et al. , 2006 ). The 
Southeast Alaska Sperm Whale Avoidance Project (SEASWAP) is 
testing changes to the longline fi shery, such as circle hauls that mini-
mize engine cycling (which as noted earlier, appears to attract whales), 
and changing the time of year the fi shermen deploy their gear. 

   Capture and relocation of  “ problem ”  pinnipeds has proven inef-
fective, with the animals returning to the problem area. California 
sea lions have been captured at the Ballard Locks and placed in tem-
porary captivity and released after the steelhead run. This proved 
ineffective in the long term, as did permanent captivity, which elimi-
nates the “ problem ”  sea lions without having to kill them but is lim-
ited by the availability of facilities that can hold the sea lions and the 
costs involved in capturing and holding the animals. 

   Past efforts have been unsuccessful in fi nding effective, long-
term, nonlethal approaches to eliminating or reducing marine mam-
mal–fi shery confl icts. Some nonlethal deterrence measures appear to 
be effective initially or effective on “ new ”  animals but become inef-
fective over time or when used on “ new ”  animals in the presence of 
 “ repeat ”  animals that do not react to deterrence. Further research 
on the development of new technologies and techniques is needed. 

    See Also the Following Articles 
   Competition with Fisheries ■ Feeding Strategies and Tactics ■ 

Incidental Catches ■ Management ■ Noises, Effects of ■ Parasites.
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   SIMON NORTHRIDGE      

The fi shing industry probably represents the single area of 
human activity that has the most profound effects on marine 
mammals. These effects can be categorized broadly as “ oper-

ational effects ”  and  “ biological effects. ”  Operational effects include 
the accidental capture of marine mammals in fi shing gear, a prob-
lem that has brought about the extinction of one cetacean species in 
recent years, and threatens several other populations too. Although 
accidental capture usually results in the death of the animal con-
cerned, there are also instances where marine mammals are injured 
or affected in some way during fi shing operations so that their sur-
vival probability or reproductive potential is compromised. Not all 
operational interactions have a negative effect on marine mammals. 
In some cases the effect of the fi shing operations may be positive 
for the marine mammal where, e.g., they feed on discarded fi sh or 
take fi sh that have been caught before these can be retrieved onto 
the fi shing vessel. In a few cases there are even mutually benefi cial 
collaborative efforts between fi shermen and marine mammals, with 
marine mammals assisting in fi sh capture and being rewarded with a 
portion of the catch. 

   Biological effects encompass all the consequences of the large-
scale removal of animal biomass from the marine ecosystem through 
fi shing activities, including, although not limited to, possible com-
petition for resources between fi sheries and marine mammals. 
Competitive interactions can be direct or indirect. Direct competi-
tion occurs where the mammal and the fi shery are both taking the 
same kind of fi sh. Indirect competition includes situations where the 
fi shery and the marine mammal population are taking two different 
types of fi sh, but where the removal of one of these fi sh infl uences 
the availability of the other through some competitive or predatory 
link. Indirect interactions need not be competitive, and sometimes 
the effect of the fi shing industry may be to increase the abundance of 
marine mammal prey items through indirect ecological interactions. 
Sometimes fi sheries may physically alter a habitat and so change the 
composition and abundance of the fi sh community to the detriment 
or advantage of marine mammals and other predators. 

   Operational effects cover interactions between fi sheries and 
marine mammals that relate to the mechanical process of fi shing. 
Several fi sheries have well-documented problems with unwanted 
entrapment of marine mammals. In some cases the numbers of ani-
mals involved are large enough to seriously endanger the marine 
mammal populations concerned; in one case (baiji, Lipotes vexillifer ) 
a species has been driven to extinction, largely due to fi shery interac-
tions, while it is feared the same fate awaits the vaquita (Phocoena
sinus). Examples considered cover gill net fi sheries, pelagic trawls, 
and purse seine fi sheries. 

   Gill nets are a widely used fi shing gear with a long history of use 
in many parts of the world. Their use has become more widespread 
since the 1950s or 1960s with the introduction of nylon as a netting 
material during the 1950s. They represent a fuel-effi cient means of 
fi shing and, when set on the seabed, provide a fi shing method that 
can be used to exploit areas of rough ground that cannot be fi shed 
easily by towed gear. When used in surface waters, they are usu-
ally left to drift with the wind and tide and are effective in targeting 




